
 

Bid Number: GEM/2023/B/3218032
Dated: 14-03-2023

Bid Corrigendum

GEM/2023/B/3218032-C3

Following terms and conditions supersede all existing “Buyer added Bid Specific Terms and conditions” given in
the bid document or any previous corrigendum. Prospective bidders are advised to bid as per following Terms
and Conditions:

Buyer Added Bid Specific Additional Terms and Conditions

1. OPTION CLAUSE: The Purchaser reserves the right to increase or decrease the quantity to be ordered up
to 25 percent of bid quantity at the time of placement of contract. The purchaser also reserves the right to
increase the ordered quantity by up to 25% of the contracted  quantity during the currency of the
contract at the contracted rates. Bidders are bound to accept the orders accordingly.

2. Bidders are advised to check applicable GST on their own before quoting. Buyer will not take any
responsibility in this regards. GST reimbursement will be as per actuals or as per applicable rates
(whichever is lower), subject to the maximum of quoted GST %.

3. Data Sheet of the product(s) offered in the bid, are to be uploaded along with the bid documents. Buyers
can match and verify the Data Sheet with the product specifications offered. In case of any unexplained
mismatch of technical parameters, the bid is liable for rejection.

4. While generating invoice in GeM portal, the seller must upload scanned copy of GST invoice and the
screenshot of GST portal confirming payment of GST.

5. Bidder's offer is liable to be rejected if they don't upload any of the certificates / documents sought in the
Bid document, ATC and Corrigendum if any.

6. The bidder is required to upload, along with the bid, all relevant certificates such as BIS licence, type test
certificate, approval certificates and other certificates as prescribed in the Product Specification given in
the bid document.

7. Nominated Inspection Agency: On behalf of the Buyer organization, any one of the following
Inspection Agency would be conducting inspection of stores before acceptance:
Pre-dispatch Inspection at Seller Premises (applicable only if pre-dispatch inspection clause has been
selected in ATC):
TPIA

Post Receipt Inspection at consignee site before acceptance of stores:
TPIA

8. Pre-dispatch inspection at Seller premises (Fee/Charges to be borne by the BUYER): Before
dispatch, the goods will be inspected by Buyer / Consignee or their Authorized Representative or by
Nominated External Inspection Agency (independently or jointly with Buyer or Consignee as decided by
the Buyer) at Seller premises (or at designated place for inspection as declared / communicated by the
seller) for their compliance to the contract specifications. Fee/Charges taken by the External inspection
Agency and any external laboratories testing charges shall be borne by the Buyer. For in-house testing,
the Sellers will provide necessary facilities free of cost. Seller shall notify the Buyer through e-mail about
readiness of goods for pre-dispatch inspection and Buyer will notify the Seller about the Authorized
Representative/ Nominated External Inspection Agency and the date for testing. The goods would be
dispatched to consignee only after clearance in pre-dispatch inspection. Consignee's right of rejection as
per GTC in respect of the goods finally received at his location shall in no way be limited or waived by
reason of the goods having previously been inspected, tested and passed by Buyer/ Consignee or its
Nominated External Inspection Agency prior to the goods' shipment. While bidding, the sellers should take
into account 7 days for inspection from the date of email offering the goods for inspection. Any delay in
inspection beyond 7 days shall be on the part of the buyer and shall be regularised without Liquidated
Damages.
When there is requirement of submission the advance sample, the seller shall inform the buyer promptly
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through emails about the date of submission of sample to the buyer nominated Inspection agency.
9. Scope of supply (Bid price to include all cost components) : Supply Installation Testing Commissioning of

Goods and Training of operators and providing Statutory Clearances required (if any)
10. Buyer uploaded ATC document Click here to view the file .

Disclaimer
The additional terms and conditions have been incorporated by the Buyer after approval of the Competent
Authority in Buyer Organization, whereby Buyer organization is solely responsible for the impact of these clauses
on the bidding process, its outcome, and consequences thereof including any eccentricity / restriction arising in
the bidding process due to these ATCs and due to modification of technical specifications and / or terms and
conditions governing the bid. Any clause(s) incorporated by the Buyer regarding following shall be treated as
null and void and would not be considered as part of bid:-

1. Definition of Class I and Class II suppliers in the bid not in line with the extant Order / Office Memorandum
issued by DPIIT in this regard.

2. Seeking EMD submission from bidder(s), including via Additional Terms & Conditions, in contravention to
exemption provided to such sellers under GeM GTC.

3. Publishing Custom / BOQ bids for items for which regular GeM categories are available without any
Category item bunched with it.

4. Creating BoQ bid for single item.
5. Mentioning specific Brand or Make or Model or Manufacturer or Dealer name.
6. Mandating submission of documents in physical form as a pre-requisite to qualify bidders.
7. Floating / creation of work contracts as Custom Bids in Services.
8. Seeking sample with bid or approval of samples during bid evaluation process.
9. Mandating foreign / international certifications even in case of existence of Indian Standards without

specifying equivalent Indian Certification / standards.
10. Seeking experience from specific organization / department / institute only or from foreign / export

experience.
11. Creating bid for items from irrelevant categories.
12. Incorporating any clause against the MSME policy and Preference to Make in India Policy.
13. Reference of conditions published on any external site or reference to external documents/clauses.
14. Asking for any Tender fee / Bid Participation fee / Auction fee in case of Bids / Forward Auction, as the

case may be.

Further, if any seller has any objection/grievance against these additional clauses or otherwise on any aspect of
this bid, they can raise their representation against the same by using the Representation window provided in
the bid details field in Seller dashboard after logging in as a seller within 4 days of bid publication on GeM. Buyer
is duty bound to reply to all such representations and would not be allowed to open bids if he fails to reply to
such representations.

*This document shall overwrite all previous versions of Bid Specific Additional Terms and Conditions.

This Bid is also governed by the General Terms and Conditions
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https://fulfilment.gem.gov.in/contract/slafds?fileDownloadPath=SLA_UPLOAD_PATH/2023/Mar/GEM_2023_B_3218032/CLM0010/ATCPASYST_51370259-511d-4c16-9b691678800152591_PEMDAUSER6.docx
https://admin.gem.gov.in/apis/v1/gtc/pdfByDate/?date=20230314
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